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Seminar Paper Outline Due Wednesday September 20, 2017 by 5:00 p.m.

Thesis statement – in introduction
REFERENCES INCORPORATED INTO OUTLINE IN PLACES WHERE THEY FIT
References footnoted - appropriate in number and use (minimum 1 popular press, 3 law reviews, 15 cases)
OUTLINE WRITTEN IN COMPLETE SENTENCES
Length adequate to expose content – minimum of 3 pages
Theme logically developed
Organization adequate to expose topic Total___/25

First Draft of Seminar Paper Due Monday November 1, 2017 by 5:00 p.m.

Abstract – 4-5 sentences - cursory
Style (formal and scholarly)
Organization
Transition
Theme development
Grammar (sentence structure, paragraphing, usage)
References adequate in number and scope
Footnoting style
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Paper’s Length 20 pages inclusive of footnotes (exception Bar J articles) Total___/25
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One copy for Professor, copies to submit or evidence of online submission
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Abstract
Paper’s overall appearance
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Grammar & Transition
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Paper’s referencing
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12/15 - final draft paper